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I had done many dance assignments before I'm going to this school
and I would say I did not perform well in front of people as I
performed this dance assignment. I was performing while looking at
the ground because I was not brave enough to look at the audience.
This assignments displays my growth in confidence, dance abilities
and group work ability. 

There were many challenges that I faced throughout this assignment.
One of the challenges was choreographed our own set of dance

moves. We discussed many times before coming with the final dance
moves. Getting acquainted with my group mates was one of the

challenges as well.  

I selected this dance assignment because I think it really shows my
ability to work in group. This assignment was very fun and joyable. 

WHY DID I SELECT THIS ACHIEVEMENT?

HOW DOES IT REPRESENT MY GROWTH?

One of my goals is to become physically fit. I
also want to socialize with my classmate more
and make more friends.

WHAT WERE SOME CHALLENGES THAT I FACED?
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WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS?HOW MIGHT
YOU USE WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED?
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There were many challenges for us at first, but we managed to
overcome them. I think one of the challenges that we had to overcome
hardly was flexibility. We spent hours and hours rushing packaging our

products for them to look as good as possible.We ordered materials
but it arrived late so the teacher asked us to make another products.

Then, it turned out that we had to offer two products to the costumers
and spent many hours on it. 

I selected this achievement not only because it was an
interesting project, it was also very realistic when we could

actually engage in the selling and marketing activities.

WHY DID I SELECT THIS ACHIEVEMENT?

HOW DOES IT REPRESENT MY GROWTH?

One of my goals for this class is to learn more
about business. I can work with others and
trust in them in the future.

WHAT WERE SOME CHALLENGES THAT I FACED?

Winter Market

Marketing Project

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS?HOW MIGHT
YOU USE WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED?

It represented my growth very clearly.  It displayed how I
worked with my group mates to complete the project. We

cooperated with each other to brainstorm, plan and
organize our "company". 
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Transportation and currency. Language was not one of the challenges
because I think I can use English well. When I first came to Canada,

everything was unfamiliar to me. I couldn't differentiate coins and taking
public transit. But as soon as I got used to it, life became easier now.

I selected this achievement because I'm an international
student and this is my first time studying abroad so it is

quite a challenge for me.. 

WHY DID I SELECT THIS ACHIEVEMENT?

HOW DOES IT REPRESENT MY GROWTH?

My goal is to stay here for the rest of my life.

WHAT WERE SOME CHALLENGES THAT I FACED?

Coming to Canada

WHAT ARE YOUR GOALS?HOW MIGHT
YOU USE WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED?

I represented my growth very well.  It displayed how I can
live physically independent. Since I am not living with my
parents so I have to be discipline and this represents my

growth throught the year. . 


